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the ps2 had a hard time convincing other sness, since it was developed in japan and there was
nothing special about the console from the ground up, just an addition of color and a cd drive,

further adding to the difficulty in obtaining a working modchip. manufacturers selling used sness did
not list a ps2 as a possible replacement, the modchips for the ps2 were much more complex than

the sness modchips, and most failed when inserted, on the ps2s motherboard, or when the console
started. most of the ps2 modchips were sold by 3rd parties, some of them would actually allow a

user to easily swap in the modchip, with some prompting to perform the swap. others required some
personal hacking knowledge, such as booting a modified cd to transfer the bootbank to the modchip,

while others required completely dismantling the console to locate the swap chip and some were
simply a mistake by the chip manufacturer, which would require a total motherboard replacement,
such as the eprom chip. note that the sony's ps2 modchip is not upgradeable, which means it cant

be changed, downgraded, or sold to someone else that does not have access to swap chips. features
packed within the ps2s system board, there were a few things that were there solely for security

reasons. the most important one is that the system board was locked down against any tampering,
from the modchip to the ram, the second was that the system board itself has no power supply, in
the ps2, the eprom and the cpu all had their own power source, which if damaged, could lock the
system in an unusable state. to do that, sony invented the ps2 power supply, which is a simple

circuit, with a few chips to monitor which section is getting the power, it runs on a 12v dc input, but
can only supply 12v dc to a small segment of the board, the ps2 power supply can either get the
power from the 12v dc input, or can source a small amount of power from the ps2s main 12v dc

power input, the ps2 power supply is also a two-stage power converter, the first is a buck converter,
which converts the 12v dc input to 5v, to make sure that the ps2 gets the right amount of power
even if the input voltage is lower than required, and the second stage is a boost converter, which
creates a higher voltage than the input voltage, to power the ps2. the ps2 power supply is very

complicated, and of course the only way that someone could build a dedicated modchip to do what is
needed to unlock the ps2 is to either buy a fully functioning ps2 power supply, or reverse engineer
the ps2 power supply and build a version specifically designed to do what was needed, which is not

something that can be done, not even by the few capable of doing so.
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a flash drive is often used in place of a swap disc as they provide much faster transfer speeds than a
cdrom. in my experience, flash drive brands vary greatly, and the speed is an important aspect when

it comes to game transfers. sometimes, a flash drive will max out at 740mb/s, while a cdrom that
supports dvd may be able to reach a rate of 60mb/s. it's very difficult to confirm the bus speed of the
cpu when you're dealing with an embedded system, so it's best to get a unit from a reputable seller.

here are some good brands that i've had experience with and can recommend for making full
backups, or for just playing any of your favorite games while away from home. the cdrom drive

needs to be removed and replaced by a flash drive. this is a very simple process, you just need to
follow the provided documentation and you can easily exchange the memory with a flash drive. as

mentioned earlier, you can swap the cdrom disc, but you need to know the format of the discs. ps1.0
and ps1. macs have the ability to reboot, but not powerpc macs, only imac and newer mac

computers do so. the trick will work for any powerpc computer though, no matter what the model,
serial number, or whatever. this is actually very useful for the ps2, if your ps2 is stuck in the power

on forever loop, you can reboot it by holding down the power button while the ps2 monitor is still on,
the ps2 will boot itself. you can sync disks so that you only copy the specific section(s) needed.

although disks can be mixed and matched, some disks require a specific bootloader. disks marked as
bootable are usually used for the console and usually copied to the correct bootloader, usually on

the root of the disk. a user can use md5 to see if the content is 100% exact by comparing the data.
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